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Helping students prepare for today’s job market

According to the World Economic Forum, at least 54% of all employees will require  
retraining by 2022 to keep their role.1 This rapid rate of change means that developing  
employable, transferable skills is a must. O’Reilly for higher education delivers content from 
experts who understand what it takes to compete in today’s economy, while supporting  
your school’s key curriculum. So your graduates are empowered to move toward a  
successful future as soon as the diploma is in hand.

The experience-based insights  
to see what lies ahead 
For more than 40 years, O’Reilly has built a  
community of experts across a broad range  
of subjects. They track the faint signals of  
emerging trends; we use their insights to create  
up-to-the-minute content your students need  
to understand the dialogues and disruptions that  
shape the worlds of business and technology  
today. We call this the O’Reilly Radar.

Expertly curated,  
high-quality content 
Our savvy editorial team delivers exclusive  
books, videos, and learning experiences—including  
early release titles and case studies from leading  
organizations—plus resources from more than  
200 of the world’s most respected publishers,  
including McGraw-Hill, Taylor & Francis, Wiley,  
HarperCollins, and others. And we add new titles  
to O’Reilly for higher education every day.

 1  The Future of Jobs Report 2018. Geneva: World Economic Forum, 2018.
  www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs_2018.pdf
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2.5 million professionals use O’Reilly every day.

of video across multiple learning  
formats including interactive  
tutorials, resource centers, playlists, 
books, videos, and more.

of the world’s  
best publishers, 
including
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We support the way future professionals actually learn*

45% nonlinear 55% linear
Get a quick answer to a  Build deep expertise   
problem while you work to grow your career

*12-month study of O’Reilly for higher education user engagement patterns

enterprises and agencies trust O’Reilly  
to keep them ahead of industry trends, including 
66% of the Fortune 100 and 37% of the Fortune 500.

ProQuest is the exclusive academic and public library sales agent for O’Reilly.
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